
Understanding
NASA’s perimeter
security goals,
B.I.G.'s newest K-9
Komplex security
station model can
easily translate
itself to suit your
operation.

When the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)
recently needed a 
new guard shelter to
protect both guards 
and their canine
counterparts, it turned
to B.I.G. Enterprises
(www.bigbooth.com)
based on the firm’s track
record for innovation and ballistics knowledge. Thus, the new K-9
Komplex security station model was born.

B.I.G. has built several units for different NASA facilities; for this unit
NASA required a bullet resistant shelter that would not only protect
the guards inside, but their canine partners as well.  Over the years
B.I.G. has designed many units with guard-dog areas for a variety of
security-oriented organizations; these units are traditionally quite large
and the kennel area is within the booth itself - with leash ring ties
and climate control to insure ease and comfort.

As you see from the photo, this K-9 Komplex security station booth
was designed to house a dog kennel in its own special built-out area.
The built-out area is outfitted with louvers, adjustable fresh air vents
and an inside access door that offers a clear opening to the guard area.
NASA and other government sites responsible for such sensitive
operations as Space Launch systems, Commercial Crew vehicles and
robotic spacecraft missions such as New Horizons, seek security booths
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with ballistic capabilities able to deflect even high-
powered ammunition and blasts. With bullet resistant
protection throughout and architectural treatments to
complement the facility, booths manufactured by B.I.G.,
provide security personnel with a huge physical advantage
over possible threats while being able to work in a
comfortable, aesthetic environment.

The K-9 Komplex security station booth is equipped not
only with superior ballistic construction, but with reveal
channels at the fascia, interior and exterior counters with
a bullet resistant transaction drawer from inside to
outside.  The 10’6” x 11’ unit boasts heating, ventilation,
air conditioning (HVAC) and insulation values for cold,
snowy climates, a complete electrical package including
interior and exterior lights, breaker panel, and outlets for
various items, Data, Communication 7 LAN J-Boxes
with conduits.

The floor is galvanized steel with a textile-composite floor
tile covering, and the unit includes exclusive high-solids
polyurethane paint finish over a two part primer.

The booth is manufactured and delivered complete, ready
for installation in the effortless “plug and play” style.

“B.I.G. Enterprises has enjoyed its partnership with

NASA in assisting them in their security needs.

We’ve designed guard booths at different NASA

facilities from the east to west coasts, and appreciate

being able to offer a first line of defense to protect our

nation’s explorative activities.” 

- Vice President David King

About B.I.G. Enterprises:
For over 50 years, engineers and decision-makers from
hundreds of transportation, chemical, agricultural,
manufacturing, university, and corporate facilities have
trusted B.I.G. Enterprises to produce exceptional
products and designs to meet the exacting requirements
of today’s corporate and industrial security environment.
For more information, visit: www.bigbooth.com.

B.I.G. Enterprises, Inc.™
Tel: 626.448.1449 • Fax: 626.448.3598

Toll Free: 800.669.1449
Email: inquiries@bigbooth.com

Web: www.bigbooth.com

For further information, please contact:
Dave King, Vice President
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